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lKocpKa 51. 
3aMeTKa o rHnepHACPHhlX BpeMeHax ~H3HH 
H po~gemm pemITHBHCTCKHX rHnepHgep 

E4-86-605 

llaH KpaTKHH 063op COBpeMe HHOro COCTOHHHH HCCnegoBaHHH Bpe
MeH ~H3HH nmepHgep H O6cy~e11a HX cl>H3Ht.£eCKaH HHTepnpeTau;HH , 
P a CCMOTpellbl nepcneKTHBbl npoHegeHHH COOTBeTCTBYIOlll.HX 3KCnep11-
Me HTOB Ha DY'-!Kax penHTHBHCTCKHX TH~enblX HOHOB, nonyqaeMblX Ha 
yc KopuTenHx OH51H. 

Pa6oTa BbJDOnHeHa B na6opaTOPHH TeopeT11t.£eCKOH 4lH3HKH omm. 

Coo6111eHHe 06'be)lHHeHHOfO HHCrnryra ll/lepHblX HCCnenouaHHii. lly6Ha 1986 

Zofka J. E4-86-605 
Note on Hypernuclear Lifetimes 
and Production of Relativistic Hypernuclei 

Status of hypernuclear lifetime data and their physical 
impact are shortly reviewed. Possibilities of measuring them 
using relativistic ions are briefly considered with regard 
to the parameters of JINR Dubna facilities. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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1. Introduction 

An intensive research of hypernuclei /HY/ has started in 

seventieth and its scope is every year wider since. The main HY 

production mode, (K-, 7r'1/has been used almost exclusively for 

that decade. It has typical virtues {Low transferred momenta 

for K beams with pK ~o.4 - 1 GeV/c ; Large differential 

cross-sections of the order of mb/sr )for collinear production 

of substitutional states considered in fact Long ago at JINR [1]. 

This technique is not directly applicable to heavy hypernuclei 

(gaining more interest since recently) and moreover, Low momen

tum kaon beams are difficult to construct. There are howevei 

available other production modes, namely 

(A,K+), (A,NK+), (f ,K+), e,e'K+, etc. They differ from 

(_!.-, Tr) reaction in the c ros·s-sect i ens {theirs a re genera L Ly 

Lower} and, im_portantly enough, in the transferred momentum. 

ConsequE.'ntly, also nonsubstitutional states ( e.g. ground 

states in which HY weakly decay) may be populated relativE.'Ly 

strongly. Of those were tested experimentally c~+,K+) and 

( A,XK+ ). 

In view of a concentrated theoretical and experimental 

effort, a wealth of HY data is available{2,3J. This makes possible 

to understand specific features of th!.' coexistence of the 

strange hyperon /\ {~
1

-==-}with the nuclear medium as e.g. the YN 

and YA interactions and polarization of nuclear mE.'dium by th!.' 

presence of the hyperon Y • There is, however, one phenomenon 

which has been relatively Less· thoroughly studied until recently, 

namely the lifetime of HY. Experimental data on it (as quoted 
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in RefJ• [2,3] ) are old (with exception of Ref. [4] )and 

mutually not very consistent. It is the aim of this note to 

review shortly the present understanding of HY lifetime and to 

point at some itims, which might be of experimental interest 

in Laboratory of High Energies of JINR Dubna. 

2. Lifetime of A-hrpernucl<!i 

HY states, as they are produced in various reactions, are 

either directly ground states or excited /often very highly/ 

states. The latter ones undergo baryon emission, cluster 

emission or J- deexcitation [5], which bring them /sucees-

sively/ again into ground states. In turn, the hypernuclear 

ground states then decay via weak decay of implanted A • 

Would the A-hyperon be free /not bound in HY/, its 

lifetime is 2.63 • 10 -1os and the main decay modes would be 

-the mesic ones: P TT /64Z/ and n7i" 136'1.I, reminding of 

the fulfillment of Lil = 1/2 rule. The other weak (leptoni c) 

decay modes are below o. 1 'I. level. The energy release is 
,..,, 

Q ~ 37 MeV and c.m. momentum bite of nucleon is qN 

i 100 MeV/c • Such a low recoil suggests an important redu c-

tion of weak mesic decay of A inside the nucleus due to the 

Pauli blocking /there are few or no free states available for 

the nucleon resulting from the decay/ and a reduced phase 

space available. This is especially pronounced as going to 

heavier .hypernuclei (beyond ~2 c), as all states there below 

the Fermi momen~um (,., 270 MeV!c) are occupied. 

The presence of other nucleons in the hypernucleus opens 

up other weak decay channelsJ the non-mesic onei::: 

/\+ P _.:..._. n + P 

l\+n--,. n+n 

2 

.. 
+-

Due to a larger transfer of energy to decaying nucleons 

(a~ 176 Mev), this decay mode js not hindered as much as the 

mesic one and it will prevail in ~eavier hypernuclei. This 

will further influence the lifetime 7: A 
II 

of ,1 -hype ron 

embedded in the nuclear medium. Measurement of ,,.,A . 
'",1 acquires 

thus importance and moreover, it yields an exclusive infor

mation on four - fermion weak interaction [6,7) • 

The data on 

Table 1 

1:~ are summarized in Tab. 1 and Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Observed lifetimes 

of 11-hypernuclei {Refs. [2,3,8,18]) 
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The only piece of new data comes from Refs.. (4.,8] , which 

revealed in addition an important source of 7:
11
A information, 

namely the baryon c~~s~~ and subsequent weak hyperon decay. 

{This makes possible to measure more HY species - and thus 

more r: -in a single experiment. This remark is pertinent 

to all productions with population of excited 

Ref. [aj has mentioned also a measurement on 

not analyzed as yet. 

HY resonances[1&J,) 
5 4 
AHe and "He , 

Another quantity of interest is the measure of competi-

tion of various channels. As is shown in reviews [ 2,3] , the 

ratio Q - Q - rNM of non- mesic to mesic decay modes , =--- , r ,r-
/see Tab. 2/ rapidly increases with increasing A so that 

already in the region of carbon, the non-mesic decays largely 

prevail over mesic ones by a considerable factor (5-6 in 

Ref. [2] , 22 in Ref. [8] ). Starting from oxygen, the mesic 

decays may be thus neglected and non-mesic ones constitute the 

full decay width /or lifetime/. T~o remarks are due here: 

The A dependence of Q as seen in Tab. 2 does not imply 

the A dependence of the mechanism of the proces~ itself, but 

reflects the A-dependent interference of the nuclear medium. 

Thus the lifetime of heavier hypernuclear species need not be 

quantitatively similar to the free value for A-decay. 

4 

,4 

r. 

Table 2 

-Ratio Q of non mesic to TT mesic decays 

Q = f7 NM / P,,.-

4H 
/\ 

0.26 ± 0.13 

4 
11 He o.52 ±0.10 

0.70 ± 0.19 

4,5H 
A e 1.01 ± 0.12 

5 
,,He 1.29 :!: o. 10 

1.21 t0.19 

,1 Li 2.55 ± o.66 

~Li, 4Be 2.4 ± o. 7 

/\ Be 4.3 t 0.1 

c 
4

Be 6.6 :!: 1.4 

118 
,I 

4.8 ± 1.1 

~ 118 
,1 5.3 t 1.3 

12c 

" 
22 + 43 

- 12 

118, 11C, ,,N 5.9 ± 1.2 

5.5 ± 0.5 

40 t:. A L.. 100 100 ,'- 200 

To distinguish between different non-mesic decay modes 

"the A-neutron stimulation fraction n" is introduced to 

express whether ~ hyperon prefers neutrons or protons to 

"stimuJate" its decay: 
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n = 

r n (·Ii n - nn) NM 

r tot (-
NM -

rn 
NM + 

r p) 
NM 

Again, n reveals some A dependence, as seen in Tab. 3, 

although the data available are not numerous. 

weak 

Table 3 

I\ -neutron stimulation factor /., n I"' 
n = NM/ NM 

r = NM 

4 
,\He 

118 

" 
12c 

,\ 

(1 n· + 
NM 

AB, 11C, 11 N 

A > 10 

A ,.., 40 - 100 

/7 ·p') 
NM • 

n 

0.3 ± 0.1 

0.4 ± 0.06 

0.51 + 0.11 

- 0.15 

o.57 + 0.14 

- 0.23 

0.37 t 0.06 

0.68 + 0.04 

- 0.03 

0.6 ~ 0.9 

0.85 

0.9 

{where 

There were various theoretical attempts to understand those 

II-decay;, starting with pioneering works of Dalitz and 

coworkers [9] up to investigations of Dubach [6] and Sando 

6 
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and collaborators [7] • They all show variety of information 

contained in HY lifetime ·data. In view of th~t and some contra

dictions in various data sets on one hand and between theory 

and experiment on the other, the lifetime measurements are 

worth of effort. 

3. Relativistic h.i::.e.ernuclei 

For measuring ~Y lifetimes, reactions at ~igh energies 

using "heavy" ion projectiles h~ve a special appeal [10] 

as HY are'"produced in projectil'e fram·e·, which makes the detec

tion e'a"sy a·nd the lifetime longer. Background effe.cts may b·e 

efficiently suppressed, although non-inesic de.cays may be es,sen

tially traced only. 

For the production of HY to be efficient, the recoil 

momentum qtr of the produced A should be small /comparable 

with the Fermi momentum in the nucleus KF ,v 270 MeV/c/, so 

that /I sticks to the nucleus. The-dependenc~ of qtr on 

the incident ion momentum is depicted in Fig. 2. From that it 

Fig.2. The recoi 1 mo
mentum of A in the 
N+N-A+N+K reaction 
as a function of the 
incident nucleon ener
gy /or momentum/ [10]. 

0.6 
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o.st t 
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l t...b.l 

0.3 ~--.:. __ 
i:::sL 2 3 I/- 5 ~CCreVJ n---L---_.__ _ ___,_ __ _.__ _ ___. __ 

3 If !i G f'11 ( G-e V/c.) 
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follows that the energy per nucleon should be of the order of 

5 GeV/N and higher. Another limitation is a reasonable cross

-section. For the elementary process N + N-.../\+ N + K+ , the 

threshold lies at 1.6 GeV and around pp= 4 GeV/c, the 

cross-section 6'(pp-+p/\K+) reaches a saturation value 

"' 60 ~ b {see Fig. 3, [10] ). Thus, the maximum energies 

per nucleon available at JINR I ;G 4,5" GeV/ seem well suited 

for the purpose of relativistic hypernuctear production. 

Theoretical estimates [11-14] suggest the cross-sections 

for the HY production of the order of 1 (!lb/ target nucleon. 

The only experiment with the energy of 2.1 GeV /nucleon using 
16

0 ions {beam of 3x10 5 ions/ burst, tow momentum K+ furnish

ing the signature for trigging) [15} gave 2.:!:. 1 f b / N 

An example of a rough estimate of the rate of hypernuc(ear 

production events for a thick carbon target (1g/cm2) and the 

beam intensity of 108 i~ns/sec (upper mean of JINR beams) 

would yield some 60 HY events per second. Number of all events 

( geometrical cross section) is by some 4 orders of magnitude 

larger, thus an efficient triggering would be an essential task. 

At energies of 2.5 ~ 4.5 GeV per nucleon, the mean decay 

length varies between 19 7 36 cm, which again shows that work

ing at higher energies would be advantageous. The direct detec-

6 A pp➔ p [\ :c:_+ 
~o j 

(a) 

ph ,, I 
i 4 1 7 + :: I ·} ,+ 

Fig. 3, Elementary 
I I ) Fr~~-
:l 4 6 8 

PP strangeness production 

caqc. cross-section 6" [10] 

a 

tion of secondary particles from the decay star is difficult due 

to kinematics and the low multiplicity of secondary particles. 

Thus, a tracking of the sudden change of dE/dx (energy loss 

on the trajectory) at the vertex point seems more promising [10], 

especially when· not very heavy ions are used and (t,z) 2 is large. 

The trigger for starting the clock would be K+ emission, the 

energy loss might be sampled in some ionozation chamber, length 

resolution of few cm would be sufficient (at E ~4.5 GeV ). 

.In fact, the detection of mesic A-decays though difficult 

in relativistic production of ions, it is nonetheless possible 

if leading to unstable nuclei as e.g.: 

6LiA 

9ae~ 
A 

1T-

,r" 

+ p } 

+ n 

TT-+ 

.,,.. + : } 
+5Li 

4
He + P 

+ 8ae 
cl.+ o<.. 

Then, products of secondary decays might be detected. In 

Ref.· [10] , 6Li incident on 12 c reaction was considered 

as a useful testing example, but certainly 42 ,;; on -12,c and other 

reactions leading to HY and especially to heavy hypernuclei 

/A ~100/ are highly interesting. As concerns very light 

incident nuclei, (p,d) or (d,p) reactions would probably 

not lead to ;H with appreciable cross section. The reason 

is that a binary reaction p + d -,.~H + K+ is kinematica

lly less suitable than a ternary one /with at least one 

outgoing nucleon/, as was pointed out in Ref. [13] • On the 

other hand, an attempt to produce three-body s = ~1 hyper

nuclei ·!H , pp /\or nn /\ is worthwhile [16] and it would 
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moreover shed new light on the role of three-body /\NN 

force. {the lightest experimentally known HY is !H with 

BA = 0.13 ~ 0.05 MeV and its t~ is not well established./ 

For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that 

a measurement of g-factor of the hypernucleus would be 

useful. As was discussed in Ref. [11] , a deviation in ano-

malous g-factor of the hypernucleus heaving A hyperon in 

the deep lying states could serve a measure of a partial 

deconfinement of that A -hyperon. An indication of a po-

ssibility of such a measurement would be an observed asym-

metry of 7f emission with respect to the K+ direction 

[10] , if detectable. 

The reasons for r1:lativistic heavy ion /\- HY production 

and subsequent hypernuclear lifetime measurements might be 

thus collected and summarized again as follows: 

i / precision and taking of new cross-sections not well 

known and difficult for extrapolation 

ii/ new insight into the weak component of the baryon

-baryon interaction [19] 

iii/ test of LlI=1/2 rule 

iv/ new tool for studying nuclear short-range correlations[20] 

v/ parameters extraction for Hweak in terms of quark 

degrees of freedom and its competition with standard 

/meson/ picture [19) 

vi/ test of pion renormalization in nuclear medium (increased 

importance of fl mesic; [1,21] 

4. Conclusion 

A need for and physical interest of t\-hypernuclear 

lifetime data have-been sketched and the applicability to 

JO 

·it of relativistic ion reactions has been reviewed and 

specified to JINR facilities. Performing those experiments 

with the use of relativistic ions would constitute a source 

of complementary data, which would not only check and 

improve on the existing old ones, but it would open an access 

to heavier species, as well. To virtues of hypernuclear 

production via relativistic "heavy" ions belong notably 

a high detection efficiency and in-flight determination of 

lifetime of high precision. It is thus worthwhile to consider 

those experiments in full detail and to test the available 

instrumentation with View of performing 

lifetime measurements in the near future. 

1\-hypernuclear 

Useful discussions with H. Bando, R.E. Chrien, V.N. 

Fetisov, L. Majling, L.N. Strunov and T. Yamazaki are 

acknowledged. Unpublished experimental KEK proposals [10] 
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